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ANALYZING SUPERVISORY CONFERENCES

1

Abstract
1,1

Arthur Blumberg's systet for analyzing supervisor.-teacher conferences
was modified to provide more data for persons in supervisory positions
who wish to improve their skills in conducting conferences. The
categoriei were defined, grouped, and rearranged so that they can be
learned easily. The new arrangement placep them on a continuum from
indirect to direCt influence and allows:them to be clustered4when

1.1 the coded tallies axe ,transferred to a matrix. The impact of each
category, the unspoken message, was also described.
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ANALYZING SUPERVISORY CONFERENCES:
DID YOU HEAR WHAT I THINK I SAID?

Conducting supervisory conferences reqUires special'skills

if the conferences are to be productive. The brindipa1 or
r

supervisor must know how to begin a conference, how to set the ,

climate, how and when to get to the point, how to ask pertinent

questions, how to engage the teacher tn problem solving, how to . 4

give feedback, and how to.end the conferefice. Intuition rather 44

than professional competence is the chief source pf knowledge for'

many' principals and supervisors. As a'result, while some

conferences turn out very well, others are unsatisfactory.

Principals, supervisors and teachers alike are dissatisfied

with the outcomes of many conferences but are confused about why.

This situation doesn't have to exist. Intuition can 'be

supported with quantitative data and conference skills improved

if supervisors and prilicipals learri to analyze their conferences,

using a modified form of Blumberg's (1980) interaction analysis.

This fifteen category.system was developed by combining the

problem solving categories of the Bales (195T) system for

coding group process with categories from the Planters (1970)

system for analyzing classroom interaction. The system and

Blumberg's reasons for creating it are explained in his book,

Supervisors and Teacher: A Private Cold War. To this method

for self evaluation, supervisors tape record their conferences with

teachers, analyze the results and make changes in their verbal

behavior as desfied.
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Modificationsof t4e.Blumberg system make it esierto use
1

and to interpiet. Sam Leles,X1976) reairanged the supervitory

categories tG provide more dite when the coded numbers were

transferred to a matrix.. i haveogroup6d and defined-zthe categories
,

. .

.

so that the can be learned quickly and have added a description of

the influence of each category. These Mbdifications will be

introduced in this article.

41222riginal Blumberg System'
l PA

tBecause.Blumberg thought supervisors rather than teachers'

were primarily r esponsiblq for,iMproving communication, as they

had the' most control and influence in their.. Conferences he
4

3 '
assigned ten

.

categonies to supervispry talk\and four categories to

teach4r t alk. One category i -s used to represent silenbe.or

when bdth,people talk at once. The original Blumberg system ii

as follows:

Supervisor

Behavior

(
Category 1. Support - inducing' communications behaVior

Category 2. Praise

Category 3. Accepts or uses teacher's ideas
,

Category 4. Asks for information

Category 5. Giving Information

Category 6. Asks for opinions.

Category.7. Asks.for suggestions

Category 8. Gives opinions

Category 9. Gives suggestions

Category 10. Criticism'N-

SP,
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or.

4 O
.%.

the indirect end of the continuum tend to increase the teacher's.

autonomy., Therefore, as the category numbers increase, the

amount of direct control the supervisor uses increases,... For

this reason the lowered numbered categories are said. to produce

a warmer climate thanIcategories with higher numbers. Fqr
.

. A .

example., a'supervisor who asks a teacher to suggestiplterriative ,

solutions
. . t

solutions to a problem (Category 4, Asking for Stfggestions) is
e<5

- seen as deMbnstrating more trust in the teacher's judgment than one
.v

who tells the teacher what -to do about the problem (Category 9,

Give ng Suggest.ionS). This is not io'saysthat one ;end of the

continuum is "better" than the other. The appropriate use of direct

and indiret behaviors depends on the situation and involves

many factors, including the purpose of.the conference and the

existing relatlonship letween the participants.

IndirectinflualcelThlEmorting categories,
,

At the end of the'indirect/direct continuum is Category 1,
'.,'

EMotional Support.. This verbal behavior.resembles the inter- "'

. 'I

personal skill described as "reflective listeNtng: (Bolton,' l979).

The supervisor nonjudgmentally indicates an awareness of the

teacher's feelings and in doing so demonstrates empathy. The

use of Category 1 exerts a very subtle influence, as does Category

3, Accepting Ideas. Behavior in Category 3 is similar to Bolton's

"paraphrasing." The distinction between Category 1 and Category

3 is that Category 1 recognizes emotions and Cat,gory 3 acknowledges

the content of the teache's remarks. In .using these behaviors

the supervisor deMonstraies an effort to.view. the situation '

S.
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from the te.icher's.point.of view. Both categories conttibutd to a
4.

suppbrtivo,.conference climate as their use encourages the teacherA

to continue talking 'and to explore a problem .in dept. They

are normal behaviors.foundein conversations between friends when

.4=

4

0
ibach is trying*to.understand.and.clartfy,what the other is saying.

S.

The description of "acting listeping"A6opularized by Gordon..
6 . ,

(1977) contains some elements of both categ6ries. . .

' . ,
\

The other behavior in the supporting group .sone which . .%
..

.,
.

T

people most easily recognize: Category 14 Approval. Flanders :

! :

and Blumberg label this category "praise." It includes supervisory -

remarks expressing positive affect toward the teacher or the

1, teacher's behavior. Acceptance of the teacher's ideas (Category

3) actually may be more indirect than the approval registered

Category2,:but the, order of the first theeecategoriep wai '

left as originally areanged by handers for the benefit of

I

persons already familiar*WIth that usteml

t
V

Indirect influencee:.The asking categories

The categories desctibing types of questions are arranged in

order of indirectness also. Asking the teacher for suggestions

(Category 4) implied that the supervisor thinks the teacher has

something Worthwhile to contribute. Likewise, asking for the

teacher's opinion (Category 5) conveys a respect for the teacher's

perception. Both types are open ended and contribute tO a warm

climate in that they convey regard, a necessary ingredient in

healthy interpersonal relationships. Asking for information

a

r.
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(Category 6) is placed in the middle of the:continuum 'because.
. .

this type of question may be direct Or indirect. How, it is :

P 64.Y7t4

heard depends on the situation. Blumberg noted thki if teachers

feel. insecure they may be 4hreateried by, such questions s-and view .

the supervisor's search for information as''a trip. Howeaver, if the

_,supervisor first establishes a climAte.of.support'and acceptance,
0 i e

the use cf Category 6 simplytells the teacher that the super-,

visor 'is trying to. obtain the facts,
A *

Direct influence: The telling categories

. a

The remaining categories at the, other half of the continuum
6

continue, in order of their direct influence. Gi;ring factual

informati,on (Category 7) to the teacher is seen .as less direct

than exprpssing an opinion; giving/an opinion (Category 8) is

less direct than telling the teacher What:to do; and giving

directions or suggestions (Category. 9) is less direct than

criticizing the _teacher's behavior (Category.I0).

The direct behavi,oks are found in vatying amounts in

different types of superyisdry conferences. For example, in

the .post observation conferencla of the clinical supervision ,

'cycle Category 7 '(Giving Information) Would be found i7n abundance.

as the supervisor reported the date collected. In a collaborative

problem solving conference the supervisor's opinions (Category 8)

and suggestions (Catesgork 9) would be interspersed with the

teacher's suggestions (Category 13) as both.brainstormed alternative

solutions. A conference with a beginnAg,teacher might contain a

sizable number of directions (Category S) as the supervisor

explained how to do expected preeedures. The, purpose of ,the

9
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conference would Suggestiglich.categorids would be most

appropriate:.

r.
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Theieillod of coding the tapes and trans ferr mrdthe Odedt
. -.. 4

CV wg .
tallies to ac atrixl e,W. Sisimilar to the method de by

Flande

ers
.

and'. .

/N.
-..,'n

is explained in detail' in Bluiberg's book. Deqeloping the '
I

.
v,

matrix may by done with a computer program.
.

Because the behav r iin theiconference is coded accordihg

tor the perception o the message recelVer rather than what the
,; s

mess0§S stnder intended, supervisors may become more sensitive
.

.

to differencipsInperception as theyNattempt to
.

\ . X
teacher heard X44'awareness can be increased

hear Whatt.,4the

'4f supervisor!,

compaXe theft perceptiops41 Itheverbal behaviors in the conference
, 1

, ,t . .

. .
. . . I

with, another p.stener to the Vapor perhaps the teacher involved.
, .

A completed matrix provides, valuable information about the

conference but iequires acme practices and skill in learning

to iptprpret the data. If the supervisor wa011pt satis fied

with the outcome of a conference., the ma.,:trix earl Bromide data

that may help to explain wht: Conversely, if'a conference

waS successful, a look at the matrix can give Clues, to the reason

for its success.
1

As shown tn Figure 1 the revised arrangement of the categories

makes it possible for areas of the matrix to show, clusters,

of direct and indirect categories. A quick look at these 'areas

will tell the supervisor about the use of verbal behavior that,
Jv

0 may increase 'or decrease the teacher's autonomy and indicdte the

0
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INSERT FIGURE 1

type of direct/indirectivontiol that was dominant in the conference.

WhJh this informatiop is combined with percentage and ratio data,

supervisors can obtain a,better understanding of their conference

behavior and plan to practice those skill2 needed to improve

-communication. They can learn what they normally say to find out

, the teac4r's, viewpoint (the asking categories), what they say to
1

. indicate .qhey are trying-to understand the teacher's point of
\

view ,(the supporting categoties), what they say to tell the teacher
A .\ ,

the view,froin the suOervisor's side (the telling categories), and
\

how teachers react to their remarks. Intuition now has supportive

ter

data. The Lelps-Toppins modifications ok the Bluidmrg rystem

make it eapier to find out if teachers heard what,superviiors

thought they said.

I.
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Table 1
.

.olo-drfication of,Blumberg's System

Supervisor's Categories
*A.

Examples

dem

Unspoken-Message

S i I EMOTIONAL SUPPORT,. '

U n Accepting feelings.
'Pd
P i 2 APPROVAL. Positive
,0 r value Itatemectts.

T c i I

R e,

I t 3 ACCEPTING :MI.4.
'N , C1arifictiop of
'G i .teaqier'S

n
f. 4 ASKING FOR SUGGES\TIbNS. "What approaches can
/ ,Se04k.ig 'alternatives. you think ofl

S .

"Sounds like you're "It's o.k.
discourag9d: feel that way"..

"I liked the *ay yOU "You're a person
used 'cartoons in ye of worth."
math.lesSon.

"You're saying that
you think Pat needs
more structure."

K e,5 ASKING FOR OPXLONS. "How do you think one
I n , Seeking assessment). students will reaCt?"
N c
G e C SKI= FOR INFORMATION.."How many students
/ eeking factual data. are in your class?"
d
k

G e
T c
E t 8

.

L i

GIVING INFORMATION.
Providing objective
facts.

GIVING OPINIONS.
Expressing beliefs,
judgments, feelings.

e

N f 9. GIVING SUGGESTIONS.
G 1 Offering Oeas,\giving
u directions.
le

10 CRITICISM.
c Negative, defensit,
2 or hostile behavio .

"Five students were
at thq. computer
desk."'

"Every student should
learn to draw."

"You might try group
projects with those
students."

"YOr class is too
noisy.

"Your thoughts
are valuable."

"I'd like your
ideas."

"1 value your
viewpoint."

"I don't have
the facts."

"Here's the
data without
evaluation."

"1 view the.
situation
this way."

"Here are some
possibilities:4

"I have a
negative
reaction."

0

Teacher's Categories

,11 SUPPORTING.
12 ASKING.
1.3 TELLING.
14 CRITICISM.

Capsule of SuperVisOry Categories 1, 2,'3.
Capsule of Supervisory Categories 3, 4,.5.
Capsule of Supervisory Categories 6, 7, 8..

' Same as Supervisory Category ip.

15 SILENCE. When no one is speaking or when talk is indistinct.

12

a.
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